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Shocking hypocrisy from a bunny hugger 
By Quentin Letts, Daily Mail 
UPDATED: 16:50, 30 July 2011  

 

A leading animal welfare expert has been practising the opposite of what he so insistently 
preaches. 

Chris Laurence is veterinary director of the politically tinged charity Dogs Trust. He used to be 
chief vet at the RSPCA, another outfit that has become distinctly political.  

In animal rights circles, Mr Laurence MBE is a top dog. He is a trustee of the Feline Advisory 
Bureau. He frequently lobbies British and European parliamentarians and has appeared on telly. 

One of the issues on which both Dogs Trust and the RSPCA have pressed politicians is electric 
fences for pets. These devices are, to my mind, practical and humane. I wrote a feature article 
about them recently. Many (though not all) readers agreed. 

Dogs Trust and the RSPCA argue that 'containment fences' are cruel. Last year they persuaded 
the Welsh Assembly to ban such devices. Using one in Wales could now cost you £20,000 in 
fines or six months in prison.  

Last week, a pet owner was left £3,000 worse off after such a case. Serves him right, Dogs Trust 
said. But hang on. Information comes my way that Mr Laurence is himself an enthusiastic user 
of these electric fences. 

Can it be true? After some sucking of gums, Dogs Trust said: 'Chris Laurence does have a 
containment fence which can be set up to emit electric shocks.  

'However, he has never used the fence in this way with his dog and the electric shock component 
on his dog's collar is permanently turned off.' Believe that if you will.  

But what about cats? Pause. Then came a further admission. The charity said that Mr Laurence 
had indeed used the shock aspect of the fence to stop his cat straying into the road.  

'Chris's personal opinion is that for cats this system can be the lesser of two evils. This does not 
reflect the view of Dogs Trust,' growled the statement.  

'Dogs Trust will continue to lobby government in England, Scotland and Northern Ireland to ban 
electric shock devices.' 

So a charity, some of whose staff seem to hold an anthropomorphic view of pets, is campaigning 
for the criminalisation of a device — even though its chief expert himself uses one. What 
hypocrisy. 
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